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Tbt Pantrab Einning ,*ttn.
PADUCAH.KY.. TUESDAY EVENING. APRIL 7, 1908

VOL. XXIII NO.84

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

SOLICITOR ASKS
Stoney Ferguson Was in Paducah, CRIMINAL COURT
Cropper Night Riders Demand
ILLINOIS VOTES
Two-Thirds, Instead of One-Half, COUNCIL TO PASS But Did Not Respond When Name SESSION BEGINS
ON LOCAL OPTION
QUESTION TODAY as Their Share in Three Counties GOOD FRANCHISE Was Called in Circuit Court Today WITH PETIT JURY
•
•

•
•

Many Counties Will Decide to Planters Who Dumped Crops,
Warned to Leave Kentucky
Abolish or Retain Licensed
in Ten Days—Barn Near
Saloons
Augusta is Burned.
Michigan Held Election Yee erday With Mixed Results.

o'
WV

.4
1

Slayer of Gus Morris Was Seen *mend Minor Criminal Cases
FARMERS FEAR TO Thinks it Necessary in City's DETECTIVE SHOT
on street and Recognized
Disposed of by Judge
Litigation With East TenDELIVER CROP TO
BY ANARCHIST HE —He Admitted His Identity
_ Reed Today
nessee Company,
to Two People Friday.
TOBACCO BUYERS Wants One With Reasonable TRIES TO ARREST
Two Senteneed to Penitentiary

Contrary to the expectations of his
Louisville, Ky.. April 7.—(SPeFor Thefts,
Terms in His Fight.
friends, Stoney Ferguson did not
Mal.) - "Croppers" of Union. HenderMurree. Ky., April 7. (Bengal)-April 7.— Cony answer in circuit court this morning
Col.,
Aguilar,
son and Webster counties are demand
About 50 farmers of Calloway county
Shelby, a detective, was shot and when the ease, charging hint with
ing two-thirde of the tobacco and
who have contracted to deliver their COMPANY, MA's' ACCEPT THIS killed early today by Frank Cartanas.
OFFICES
41TV
FOR
reTESTS
X
I
murder was called, and ajthough it ,s NAMES. OF THE PETIT JURORS
corn crops as their share, Instead of
tobacco to the independent levers but
whom he was trying to arrest as an known that Ferguson was in Paduthe one-half, as they formerly reare afraid to deliver, their crop on acanarchist suspect. Cartanas escaped. cah last Friday and Saturday and
ceived. Night rididg methods have count of the istimidation of night
It is believed a.lynching will follow possibly Sunday., it is supposed that
compliance
'been adapted to force
.After empaneling the petit jury In
City Solicitor Campbell has made his recapture.
riders, are Dieing financial less in the
seeleitfield. Hie April 7.—Raia
he decided not to face the charge
with their demand.
the criminal division of circuit court
Mapes of civil suit* for breach of con- another proposal to the general coungesseral theouglimit the elate and will
against him- at this time.
this morning Judge Reed berm tving
tract. If they fall to deliver their to- cil for a franchise ordinance for the
bond option
eu all day.
Meet Leave State.
Information regarding the move- the charges against
Ititoce before May-1. which is the time EOM Tennessee Telephone company,
de/0ms are being heel is all rttept
prisonerslalreade
7.--L(SpeeKy..
April
Harrodsburg,
ments of Ferguson was received by i I jail under indictment.
speciSed for all tobacco deliveries.
wjjich, he says, is neoessary in the litsome • Ides. Three thoutiaud saluoutt
Crossfield received a letE.
cial.)
K.
ras
officials
he
the
that
today'
and
The
who
farmers
all
the
Practically
of
first
igation
between
the
and
cases
the
city
comof were
disposed
saffected,
ter signed "N. R." ordering him to have their tobacco on hand have been pany, and this time the lower board
here at the time stated is Rotatively those of efose Vaughan and J11112•••
leaee the state in ten dikys. He.Is a notified not to deliver to independese has instructed its committee to bring
known, as he was seen and recog- Tucker. colored, charged with attetnpt
‘prill I's—Prohibition uots
member of the Hurley Tobacco so- destine, but up& application to the in such an ordinance.
nized by,several reliable 'citizens who log to rob Herbert Blackburn, a steam
which
15.
counties,
II
I.
out of the
tobako outside the beetle' liaere beeu refused a return of
conversed with him.
boat fireman. Mose Vaughan - plead
The whole controversy hmween the
sulaaaa i it'd at ciety, but mold his
the
.poo). He sass he will stay and de- teeir contracte. All the indepeeiteut city and the company retest
Friday 'morning' about 7 o'clock he guilty to the charge against him t and
ultimately
11,4
!fend himself. Other farmers in the buyers have worked up their pur- out the questiou of rates, and It Is resappeared at the office of the Ken- was given one year in the penitentiary
'Salver& neighborhood are threatened, chase* that have been received, and ented, while Mr. Campts.li expecte
tucky' Printing office, opposite the by agreement of the prosecuting attor
I./drag°. April '7.—The fate of and some are prepar ng to leave the *Welled them to New York and other after this franchise is offered for
sheriff's office on South Fourth street, ney. Tucker demanded trial, and afsaloons in eighty- state.
Iii,... thonaands
and inquired for his son, Zel Fergu- ter the evidence was heard the jury
places to be prepared for export, and sale to use It In the suit, alleging
Huron, Kas:, April 7.—The safe in
four I.4.)unties in Illinois will be deterthe crews at the rehandling houses thereupotr that a reasonable trampler
son, who was formerly employed returned a verdict of guilty and gave
open
the
blown
Huron
was
Batik of
mined today. It will be the first trial
Tobacco Hail. leunieil.
there. He stated that he was the him 18 months In the pen.
are simply waiting for something to has been offered the company, that
$6.000
..f the local option law in counties ear
The prosecution, failed to make out
Adgusta. Ky., April 7.- (Special) do. The pee-lice of soldiers patroll- the company will purchase. the !nue by robbers early today and
father of the lad and that the last he
taken. The men made their escape
bracing township organization. Last --Twenty-five night riders burned the ing the rural districts has .had the efheard of him he was working at that e case ageless Steve O'Cionuer and
ehise and thus end she trouble .
on a hand-car with citizens, who were
Novcniber in sixteen comelier. whien tobacco barn of S. W. McKibben here, fect of allaying fears of any trouble
place. Mr. Johnson, the proprietor Joe MsLain charged with stealing iron
Anortling to Use terms, whieb Mr
awakened by the explosions, followrrtaltitd the older form of county containing 10.114$) pounds belongleg at present, and it Is believed that If
of the shop and Mr. Dodd. foreman, from the Rigiesherger mill and selling
Campbeel expects to ettabody in the
orevernnient, local opt.oa election* to Caleb Atherton, who refused to. indictments - are returned by the franehine, the company will be allowed ing on toot and shooting.
talked with him some time. Neither It to the Jackson foundry, and they
ed at ToTwo suspects were a
were held, and the anti saleon forces Pool his crop.
asid jury, which meets Monday, to charge $2.541' for residence and $4
was personally acquaintel with him were dismissed from custody at the
had their ant taste of
feet th-permerateirs o1 eautrages •ebusivestrephourtrasp to 4,-.0M-sub- peka.
and they die met realise untie-several inztans± of the. prosieutingestterneei.
Six men drilled through'a brick
oafs were aboliehed in six counties
committed before the arrival or the scribers, and after that for every adhours after he had gone that they had The evidence showed .*at Jackson
Many Are Leaving.
law ditional thousand subscribers, or frac- wall and then blew the interior of the in their power a man on whose head bought the iron from a man who
restoring
of
and in nip*. others the city or village
work
the
soldiers,
Saha Ky . April 7. tlipeeclal.)—
feeelm.cilerons ilredeitt_delii't
sesseso--Ose
Tbl
, -lei -*Winkel-lite mileitrionereba
iMr-prte-o--of-erletr.
zerenrenner""Whirriveile tinue the saloon, all other Preeeiele manY are preparing to leave as the been praetically completed. but until 50 cents for business 111100•16- and 25 their hOmes until the men departed. reputable citizens who knew Fergu- s:loyed them to help wreck the boilers
a
with
Horton
The
for
sheriff
left
the
majority
a
In each county orting "dry."
cents for residence phones.
son personally, met him in the,,, vicin- at the •Itigiesberger mill, and taut
resuIt of earnings- of night riders to then it Is not believed that
posse.
de•
foundry.
the
to
hon
ThlWmade nineteen counties in the yet OD account of welling their pooled or the farmers. who now /gar to
ity of Seventh and Trimble streets.
Mr. Campbell said the eisiagreeliver their tobacco aceordiug to con- ment between the city and the cornMary Hill. Ida Williams. Lizzie .
e.tate. In which teetious ex steel in but tobacco,
Every one seeing hum says that he was
vestige
the
last
until
so
do
will
tract,
tine. city or tease of each county.
poorly dressed' and had a several Oisby and Lizzie Jenkins, negro wopony was that the letter ielished to
of danger of molestatiein afterward. make the additional charge after it
es in which this pond!.
The Telt to
weeks' growth of beard on his face. men charged with robbing Cornelia
is removed.
to
Nevemthe
ravines
preval
lion
As far as learned the only time he Reed's house on Washington street,
had 3,04te subscribers.
to vote on .the quote
tier retell°
admitted his identity was at the were acquitted, while Nannie Gray,
Attorney Hal Corbett. who is emarraigned for the same offense, was
g the dram shop. 1..
Frankfort. Ky., April 7.--(Speeon of abo
einem office,
Camp
Mr.
toeassist
city
the
by
ployed
— where
— he inquired for
fitenced to the penitentiary for three'
r, the sakethe leer tiete'velleete--flovernor IWtifeert wet Terme
all districts
son.
is
that
the
of
opinion
bell In tie suit, is
issue. the law provides thae_the people day to hear applicateins for Powers'
the city will win her contention, anySince Ferguson failed to surrender years.
Lesliah way; but Mr. Campbell is inclined to
and
Fotosniek
Joseph
shah sot vote on the question again and Howards' pardons.
The charge against I,ucy Tindel for •
to the authorities. his friends are at a
for two years.
Johns, Germans from Hertel, have Sr. think It necessary to offer a reasonloss to account for his visit to the malicious shooting was filed away.
Charles Briggeman was tined $50
Provisions of the statute forbid not
city. His family and friends have
rived in Paducah to investigate farm- alit,' franchise to the company, and his
on is malicious shooting charge.
of the situation leads him to bestudy
he
that
occasions
only the operation of salootiss but altca
numerous
stated
on
the
join
ing conditions, ind possibly
Tom Baker was fined $20 for gamlieve that the terms he proposes are
the delivery of I•ottied gouda to
Murray, Ky.. April 7.--(Special.) would retutn at the proper time and
German colony near this city. They
ing and Harry Smith, tried on a simire axone ble.
houses in the territory corded by the
trial.
stand
—Two officers arrived from Hopkinswill be followed by a party of 16 or
loci option forces. ROAM keepers
When the city offered the East Tee Title today and are in close consultaStoney Ferguson killed Gus Morris lar charge. acqneted.
18 in a few weeks. It is said.
will
dispensary
a
that
elecpossible
the
It Is
are given thirty days after
The murder charge against Stoney
nessee company a franchise similar to tion with the county authorities. It about one year ago, by stabbing him
tion in uh:ch time in dispose of their be established at Riverside hospital.
that of the Home company. Me. Camp is generally believed they are confer- In the neck with a log knife. Thi Ferguson was continued.
see ks. The law has been attacked. as the finance eommiltee of the genbell paid no attsntion, as he frankly rine in regard to summoning wit- trouble was caused by a remark MbrThe Alex Wade murder ease was
declared, that such a franchise would nesses before the grand jury next ris made when Ferguson brushed called this afternoon but may be reaea
and a case involving its comeitutioni eral council has called the attention
silty- Is pending in the supreme court of the hospital board to the isrge ith's
not be considered reasonable, after a
plans to protect the against May Gordon, a woman with until a later day in the term on acJefferson City. April 7.—Attorney - court had made Investigation of the week and making
s
of this state.
for drugs sent in from various dreg
but not a whom Morris was in company.. Fee count of absent witnesses.
witnesses;
and
grand
jurors
tostatement
a
Hadley issued
caused
General
have
and
also
etechange
an
bills
maintaining
laundry
stores.
of
cost
atwas
campaign
The Jurors.
The finish of the
word regarding their Intentions has guson made his escape and has nevtr
coneterns.- day, declining to be a candidate for the original invenment.
ben captured.
The petit jurors are: R. L. Nelson,
feasted by spectacular features, which the fipance committee some
leaked out.
beticket,
Repblican
the
on
departgovernor
city
other
two
or
Al
A proposition of Councilmen
have marked it from the beginning. tem. One
It has been rumored that he was In .1 4. McKlerrey, J. T. Flowers, C. W.
, are runnel, up cause his physicians say the state Young that one or more ordinances
'
This was especially true in Blooming ments. It is eighties
the
government service In Panama. Morrison, W. H. Farley, J. T. Armhis
impair
seriously
!n campaign would
of the same kind be put up for sale, so
ton, where several thousand weatnen expenses that threaten a leficit
but
was never located there by the strong, Fritz Beyer, James Johnson, J.
he
health.
that the Home commute, would have a
C. Disnrukes. T. B. Chiles, S. J. DOIand children paraded the streets in an their budgets.
officers.
ington, W. J. Koch, H. C. Hines, J.
chance to b'd on a franchise of the
effort to induce voters to cast ballots
Ferguson's family moved to MurIFtellroad officials at Paducah resame liberal terms offered the East
S. Frazier, Thyme, Clayton, W. T.
Realest the saloons.
last ceived notice today that the illinota ray soon after the killing.
defeated
was
•
tpany
4
Tennesseretz
Smith, V. J. Harris, C. G. Acker, J.e.
Although Chicago, as a city, will
here
Central pay car would reach
Commonwealth's Attorney John G. B. Watson, J. E. Brockman, S. W.
night.
not be called upon to vote on the
Thareday, April 16, to pa) the local Lovett said this morning that no one Bell, James Bottom, H. J. Boldry,
question.- the residents will have an
emplestes. The pay KIR fear March had ever mentioned to him that Fer- S. Hunt. tfe. C. Mansfield, E. B. Richopportunity to cast ballots for or
will DA up to the average of any guson intended surrendering and he ardson. J. T. Bishop, James A. &Me.
against the saloons. They reside is
month since Christmas, for while the was surprised to learn that Ferguson M. L. Bryn, T. L. Darnell.
the extreme northwest corner of the
number of employes has been reduced had been in the city.
Phtladelphia, April '.—Max Sofer materially the force has lost little
Hy, where the township of Maine exfully one-third of this number have
Emma Goldman Detained.
Joseph Relent were hanged on time, the ldeemotive department at
tends over the city Ilse for a few rods.
lined* personal Taft declarations. and
Minn.. April 7
Minneapolis,
prison
state
the
sante scaffceld'et
the shops working full time, and the
The wily cities In Illinois, besides
Sixty-eight delegates are now instruct- the
Emma Goldman. the anarchist, was
sweetheart car department toeing only two days
his
killed
Softer
.
todaysathe
on
vote
not
Chicago, that do
ed for other candidates, as follows:
turned back at the boundary line et
.
Raleco murdered a man.
during the month.
loon question are Peoria. Quincy,
Vice President Fairbanks, the Indiana ance
Noyes today by the federal Willitsscreaming
Ralik° sobbed and was
East St. Leen', Streator, Ottawa,
delegation of 3e: Speaker Cannon, 34
officials. She will be held at
!Ion
his cries in
Jaeksonvitle, LaSalle and Galena.
of the 40 Illinels delegates now elect- until the mope cut short
Winnipeg until she can prove she Is a ,"
forof
Thousands
agony.
death
the
ed; Governor Hughes., the four New
citizen of the United States.
m stormed the prima gates
Wash in Michigan. ,
Columbus, 0., April 7.—When re- 'York delegates now elected.
progress.
in
was
,
"There are now 42 contests, in 16 while the hanging
Detroit, Mich . April 7.—Indica- ports had been received at Taft naCongrensiman Brick Dies.
Washingtoa, Aprii 7.—The hoswas one of the most
yesterday's eleceon tional headquarters here of the dele- 1 of which only Taft delegates are le- The execution
tions are that
Indianapolis, April 7 --Abraham
pital ship relief left Magdalena bay
horrible ever witnessed.
added nine more counties to the gates selected to the national Repub- Volved."
today for Mare Island with 100 sick
Lincoln Brick, the Anith Bend con- ,
Michigan dry column. As Van Buren lican conventiceo including Friday,
aboard.
gressman, died here totist In a sentOrdered to Secure a Wife.
•
was the only country heretofore the following statement was issued:
Washington. April 7.---The state tarium
Lexington, Ky., April 7. —John
MEP
Twenty People Injured.
'dry." the total of local option coundepartment received the following
"In the past week only six delehas
city,
this
persons
Chicago, April 7.—Twenty
ties becomes ten. Of the fourteen gates were selected outside 'favorite Todd. a horseman et
from Minister Bryan, at Lisbon:
Ridwere injured when a south side .le "Monarchists were overwhelmingly
counties where Prohibition made a eon' states.
West Virginia entered received a letter signed "Night
wain,ng him to secure a wife
vated car jumped the track and victorious in the elections. The dis.a m paten. KaI•memo, Case. fly& w
the list of states without candidates ers,"
pitched headlong to the street below. orders are confined to I,isbon. The
Oncisola sod Oakland veted egalust of their own in which action has been within 30 days. lie takes the matter
Clarksville, Tenn., April 7.—Anbut friends think It a joke.
seriously,
paasengeri were thrown to the rem of Portugal is quiet."
The
convern
local option.
district
the
third
when
taken
derson Jefferson Is in jail charged
lower end.
In the Midland country, fifteen out Hon at Hinton indorsed Secretary
with wife murder. While she slept
of twenty-three precincts gave a ma- Taft and unanimously instructed two
at their home near Guthrie it is alWEATHER.
jority in favor of local option
delegates for PIM. Of the six delegates
legect be split her head with an ax.
The "wets" carried St. Joseph,
in lapse' territory darlag_the
&Must severiug her head from her
Cillton, Barry, Wexford, Grates, week, four were Instructed for SecreNew York, April 7.---The Great body, and afterwards cut her throat
It is probable that whoever °ad.'
Missaukee. Grand Traverse and Oce- tary Taft and two. from Porto Rico,
Clarksville, Tenn.. April
Northern Railway company WUa found Jealousy is the supposed cause. He
city buyer may be, If the aldercah's
an& counties.
)—John Gardner and Walter guilty of granting rebates to the appears to be Insane.
were uninstructed. In addition, two
men concur in the councilmanie
In kill- American Sugar Refining company In
At Grand Rapids. georgs H. Ellis. Taft instructed delegates were electhe will have his office with Hunt, charged with complicity
lutfon,
Republican, eta elected mayor, and ed% the Fine Illinois ((*iimeo) die
the federal court today. The fine will
Mayer ing Vaughn Bennett, surrendered.
Bell
Street Inspector
F. H. Hilhim, Democrat, was elected trice Virginia and Ohio eoatribTsted
be imposed later.
Smith is given the power of appo'rtmeyor of Kalatnanoo, John Campbell. four more instructed Taft delegates.
and a systematic methol of but.
ment
Democrat, elected Mayor of Menke"Other delegates elected during the
Ing supplies tor all the city departin Illinois, isstrected
gen, George R. Herkimer. Democrat. week were
ments will be inangtereted. Perhaps
delefour
elected mayor of Dowagiac.
for Speaker Cannotnethe
some things will be bought in quantiIn Tuscola county, where the vote gates-at -large from Indiana, instriettBoston. April 7.--John F. Dometies and stored until wanted. tether
was on accepting the printery laws, ed for Vice President Fairbanks, and
aril bus.nese man.
hue. politician
things, such as hay, will be bought
dio
between
York,
Governor
New
Buffalo,
fight
•
there wig
four from the
stied Thomas W. Lawson for $25.000.
in large quantille. and distributed to
Hughes
and
Werner in favor of the orinetry
trees, instructed for Governor
He recites thirty-three instances in
all departments Instead of allowees
T. P. Atwood, former state railroad The last are the first delegates electwhich he acted for 1,11w-son in matters
the street department to nurchase
commissioner. opposed., Indication, ed from New York,
of delicacy and Importance. These
some, the pest house keeper to pus
Maslight
•
now
elected.
by
delegates
wen
Warner
300
are that
New York. April 7 --Through Mrs.
"Of the
ranged from dealing with financial
chase his own and the police sea lire
jority.
202 or 67 per cent, are instructed for
magnates to financing stage produc- George Gould's intervention. It is redepartment their own. In some inJester returns from Tuscola county Secretary Taft. Thirty of the remainported the family opposition to the
Kuttaws, Ky., April 7 --(Special) tions.
stances as high as $IR has been paid
,bow a majerity of 861 for the direct ing delegates are uninstructed. hut
proposed marriage of Aetna Gould to
hay, that need be got for much - -Fire destroyed Ike Marsha:ea livery
for
nomination system. At Flint, Genes.'
Prince Hell*, has practically disapDepartments have purchased stable and the Southern Stove cote
less
loss of
peared. Georgie Gould alone te
county, George E. McKialey, reprechairs white the My bass Urdu of patty's plant last night with a
Democretic leader's of (heto be willibeidleg his eonwent. The
senting the "dries" was defeated for one of the
in raids. The e:ty $3,100. Mee Augusta WbittIngton.
)
"41titi
peohattl
taptured
and
tone&
illhownle
them
Limnostret
-11.1ek.
g
and elb .4e. Joba IA.
the
arfanignissitte were limeu ite! at a
r
mayo. lic
Not mach chimer in temper. buvs more then $0.000 worth of MI: an aged woman, wells watching
liquoi
owease. sigsass. county, Waalaire b. who bad the support of tha
Wheat, 96 family Matter last night Priam Hellos
EU Louts, A pH' 7.
overrotne with heart failure
It is believed thnt fl
and
yesteryear,
peraimre
Highest
•
.
terial
tech..] dealers., was elected mayor of Yell,
•
worn,
eurke, a paloon, keeper was '
• •
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BANK SAFE BLOWN
BY ROBBERS WHO
TAKE $6,000 AWAY

OFFICERS ARRIVE
AT EMUS TOM
FOR CONFERENCE

TO HEAR PARDON CASES

tS

s at

GERMANS PROSPECTING

DISPENSARY MAY BE
EQUIPPED FOR CITY

HADLEY NOT CANDIDATE

PAY DAY APRIL 16

•
•

TAFT HAS MORE THAN SIXTY PERCENT
OF DELEGATES TO NAIL CONVENTION

TWO ARE HANGED

Hew Coaventioas Resulted
Outside,Favorite Soo States
Last Week.

•4

•
4

Ai SICK SAILORS

CITY'S WASTE IS
TO BE CHECKED BY
NEW DEPARTMENT

KILLS WIFE WITH AX

FOR BENNETT MURDER

e

•

WHO WATCHING
FIRE AT KUTTAWA
FALLS OVER DEAD

RAIN

•

PORTUGAL QUIET
OUTSIDE LISBON
AMR ELECTION

s

ANOTHER REBATE FINE

TOM LAWSON SUED

Grain Market.

PRINCE HELM IS
JUBILANT TODAY .
OVER PROSPECTS

414

XEPHItITIS.
leak her work wee ex.eilcnt
si. lens 1111 kidney
ate. ,
Hotel *smelt. es the Atlantic coast the
Whet,
I
sceaes.
throughout, all the
near New York. and there nteets her
trouble'
Will
waiter,
As Eugene, the bead
mr low
_1•0
lover. The management of tn. hotel
Nephritis.
'rights
was a Neely levees le she
ammo?
Nephritip
does
hen net made a swevess and his uses heck
What
the
and Edward Mitchell, as
every effort to restrain his guests place,
lasmmation of the kidneys.
spy, was as successful on tha
*
0 1's
Russian
announce
they
when
from leaving,
Is there say tipecitic fee Indwell'slocating
was
he
trail of approval as
the:r -intention to go to New York.
kidneys%
the
of
Coo
a.
Ham.
Ask your doctor if a family medicine,
lovers:- Miss Ewell
ReFulton's
The pathway of love does uot run the
of
discoveri
the
l'p
to
aunt. Edwin Randle as the
not vastly
TikeRev.4. &Hoary Is ketirsmoothly, and while (he lovers are at Wands'a
there was nothing
like Ayer's Sarsaparilla, is
father and Oscar Gideon as nal Compound
princess'
their
Russia,
from
spy
a
s
the hotel
to physicians or pharmacist
" tag Moderator.
the Grand Puke --Stanislas. played known
better without alcohol than with it.
home, locates them. and In the second
refreshing intelti- that would reduce Renal Ikidney) inwith
parts
their
hava
Russia
act the relatives from
ausi assumed the gulau of older fianstatation.
arrived and try to force the princees ,.genee
What then have physicians given
to perfection.
to marry her betrothed. 'A duel en- persons
chronie kidney disease?
in
and
deaf
the
as
Helen Van Meter,
sues, but without serious results, and
Having nothiug for Renal inflateespecial mention
deserves
girl,
dumb
afterever
happy
the two-foiTers are
up trying to reach
for her work. In all of the diMeult mation they gave
ward.
it lacuraconsidered
and
the
kidneys
her
and
own,
her
held
the
scenes,
The part of Princess Wanda Soucame in for applause. Clore hie, as the books say. and treated the
rendition
Helen
varoff was taken by Miss
Smith and Allie D. Foster, as report- heart and other symptoms.
Hills, arid her tendition of the leadIkea ,other than Fulton' Renal
ers on rival .New York papers, were
ing part was most favorably reeeivea
there is ao rearkidney
at
Codtpound
scene
the
on
always
scribes,
good
by the audience. Edward Cave as
the right time, and feasted on a specific?
was
lover,
her
lioroaskl.
The Rev, J. R. Henry, of the KenThere Is nothing e:se known that
pretty love romance. Bobbie theyin his lines. and went
Si n g
:
at home will reduce kidney inflammation in tucky Avenue Presbyterian church.
was
as
"Himself."
fuss
Wel.
through the scene like onerexperi
went to Marion to attend the Princeon the stage, and his appearance in any or its stages, either first or last.
enced. Claude Epperheimer, as Monton
Presbytery of the Presbyterian
*people
kidney
troubled
many
But
apwith
the first act was greeted
ceur Ribi, the scheming proprietot
church of the United States of Ameri_
recover?
planse.
niederator.
of Hotel Saver:In, shared honors with
Beeause it commonly gets well at ca. He is the retiring
Seldom does a High school play
delegal,
Mr. Cave, and while he occupied the
. first. But It it does not it pasties into Captain James Roger is the'
merri
as
the
smoothly
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'progress
atage much he was' never tiresome.
from -the elders. and Mrs. Koger der
likOrible
Was
that
-stage
siecond
craUptilke
the
.-farce last night. Mueb of
Toni, the maid to the princess. was
egate to the Woman's Presbyterial
for the eticcese reverts to Miss Anna' up to the discovery of this compound.
• d by Ali,: Itt,s Lam, and to saa
of Home and Foreign Missions
ciety
kidney
Bird Stewart, of the High school and that is the reason the
The program follows:
faculty, who was careful in the re- deaths have pow reached 170 per
Tuesday k:vriskag.
beaming. All of the lines were heard 1day.
7: as Opening sermon, by Rev. J
Is
stages
both
In
disease
Kidney
Manutacturing Chemists, Lowell, Mass.
distinctly, and even in the rear of the
R. Henry, retiring moderator.
J. C. AYER CO..
auditorium, one could folakw the sew curable by this compound in
Roll call, organization, ete.
labout 87 per cent of all cases.
•course of the play easily.
Wednesday M•irning.
free.
mailed
Literature
entertainnand as if to striae the officer afloat
• The story of the play was
8:30—Devotional, by Candidate II FRED (101.1.1N_St SUES FOR
CO..
J.
JOHN
Imo r tired. Collins claimed that
FULTON
the
ny and well told.
H.r.
lit
E.
E.
Fittim
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. W Ilson
Oakland, Cal.
trowd walt only playing and his:
the
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9:00— Business.
W. B. McPherson Is our sole local
Suit for et ow) for personal W- he thought ifolt Wan qns.
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playlrit puffeerttat." Cutlais
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for
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agent.
Ask
proMpt and quAbufal and will in a l
ins-its; was brought in tht• circuit court
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sorlously wont:del and rattle near
short time strengthen weakened kid. of late reconerle&
5:50--LA rerival.ln every church. by yesterday by Fred Voltam against K.
th, tlyttoz. Officer Holt was arreated en a
neya and allay troubles arising from
Rev. J. N. Andre.
F Holt. 'The suit giliss out of
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the
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Holt
by
by!
Sold
eollios
inflammation of the bladder.
10:10—How to eonerve the results shooting of
Ctircumatantial Firideace.
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performance given by a quitted on the phi' of
a
Kuntz.
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R.
.
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by
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CO. 3.1 drugists.
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.1 -You say _you suet
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on a street car, and that he had been
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14:0-0---Pressbetarial'
"Some luck?"_answerseayouni Mrs. cross-.tam ination.
A. J. Thomas, Itevs. was attempting to put a stop to what
Rev.
by
Sermon
"Ile haWn't. caught cold
Cr
l'eacher says flat old go.
"Yes,' replied the witness.
McCollum and J. N. Metre admin- he thought was a fight In which Col- ..Jantri)--"
nor hid his pocket picked."—Wash"
Noe *ere en- Mang had a lintels-ft
"Did you see him take a drink'!" ister the Lord's Supper.
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a
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ington Star.
%hat a dandy: bas -"Cite,
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LI preach.al
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Late leading man with James
Afternoon.
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!mato. — Chit:opt
"Did eon see him gambllog?•"
the crowd Collins :s said t0 have mad,. ball umpire he'd
!:40)—.Business.
O'Niel and past four fears
Kennedy's, Laxative Cough Syrup acts
his
News.
In
timber
heavy
"No."
2:30-, Report -of the committee on for him with a
-romptly yet gently on the bowels,
director of the 4-Paw's Stock
°'Then how do you know," demand- publication and Sabbath school
the cold is forced out
which
lirough
Co. in Cincinnati, 0.
defendant
2:50-- Building up the Sabbath
of the system, and at the same time sei the attorney, "that the
— school, by Rev. E. McCollum.
lI' allays inflammation. Sold by ail had been thinking and gansblitig7
3:10 Missions in the Sabbath
"Well," explained the witness. "he
idruggists.
for lOs school, by Rev. J. Fraser Cocks.
gave the conductor a blue
to Lea, th.
3:34a How shall we train our
Silent men never have occasion to car fare and told him
young people. by -Rey. R.'HI Dole
eat their words.
3:7.41 The Brotherhood—its worth
•..1-in•thods. by II. D. Allen..
Made of .the purest cream and duet ehoeolate; Ea-eosin firession._
Devotional,Ides iioflini
Muatc.
We are now serving all kinds of Sundaes, Phosphates, Choco.14/11 rests
Music.
lates, Mfrs and other -cooling drinks. We skive the original
Address.
ry it.
"Soule Dope"
Offee:ng.

PRESBYTERY AT
MARION TONIGHT

a_A

High School .actor. .V4811/1111' RA)1.41
With roderstsoiling and, Are
Weil DOIle•J,

"The Boom Boom." the High
school play presented Imo, night by
the "lshkatodah" staff at the High
sehool auditorium, was a cotiplete
success, before a large audience that
_expressed approval With irettitent. applause. „ The story of the play it. ene
of a runaway princess, who corn

Next,ifeek, Starling
Monday, April

Al

A Strong Tonic A Body Builder
A Blood Purifier -,
A Great Alterative
A Doctor's Medicine Ayer's Sarsaparilla

Without
Without
Without
Without
Without
Without

Alcohol
Alcohol
Alcohol
Alcohol
Alcohol
Alcohol

Free from Alcohol

y. mins stoch
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ckising prayer.. Mrs Helm
Thurmlay %ler:nine.
s:::o. Dei ot ;iotal. b R'-e.
hunts.
Itiosiness.
9:34, —Roll eaR of churches.
10: ow The Herne Field and Its
.4114. by It. %. J. N. Alutte,
IS): 21II
How can ee best simplest
be J. Fraser Cocks.
M.thosis in church week.-1.. Rev. M. E. Chappell.
R. It
- Sertnen. by Rev.
t
.tnthony.
Alternator.
-

garHERE is a dash and swing, an optimistic note, in the cut of our young men's
ments which says: "Young Man, these are yours," as plainly as so marry words.
Genteel innovations crop out in every detail of these vigorous models.
indefiTrousers have permanent crease, some of them, preserving original shape
ent
nitely. Additional cash pocket in right hand trousers pocket affords i very conveni de
place for carrying small change. Breast pocket in coat is lined with a.harmonizingsha
chief
of silk material which, when pulled out, is a splendid substitute for the silk handker
new
which everyone is wearing. These are just a few of the details which make these
suits a delight to,the young fellow.
Come in and slip on a few ( f th new models. Feast your eyes on the new colorings:
tan, brown, mode, elephant gray, tiger, tans and all the zoo shades, as well as the blues
and fancy serges.

T

It' ports of committees.
- ',bat • Presbyterianism
7.:311
stavels for, Itev. T M. Hurst.
A Campaign of Education,
by lieY. J. F. Price.
oo The necessary of a deeper
Arnie-fat ion in the ministry and
niembership. Thu' minute talks.
Wonsan'. l'rr/ihytertal ttorArty.
Itevotional, Mrs. Ratellff.
9:
Minutes, atoll cail, with responses
by representatives irlek appropriate
scripture.
. Report of Pretiliyierts1 secretary
and trestenrer.
Hymn, "All Hall the Power of
Jesus' Nanie.a
Echoes) from the synodical meeting
at Owensboro, Mrs. Ashby.
Quarterly versus annual
and reports. Mrs Bull.
Hymn, ttosin!: paver.
Aftgeomm.
3:601111beroticRial. Mrs. Belle Price.
Dismession opened by delegate.
Minute.. business.
Report of secretary of literature,
Mrsi. Detlech.
Study courses Mrs. Ella Goodnight.
Music.
Queitton box, Mrs. Annie Lamb.
Indifferent, Mrs
Arousing _ the
•
,
Hymn, closing prayer, Mrs. 1.110
foot.
' Thursday Morning,
9: 311.--- Devotional, Mrs Starling
Ilur.iness. Hymn.
Oast young people
al's. Perkins.
Discussion, led by re'prrw'ntatit'
frosts Pastor*,
Address. /des. Helm.
Tijntn. Mtautea.
Closing prayer, Mrs.
Adjournment,
There Is nothing better than Kodol lot
dyafrepala. indigestion, sour stomach
!sidling edam and nervous
I' digests what you eat. Sold by *1
druggists.
beeves Estate to Wife.
The will of Willett Jackson Me.Faul,
offered for probate In the eounty
court yesterday-, leaves all his prop
erty, personal and real, to his wife
Anna Mcraul. Il'ho is also mad. ex
the will. The a III'was welt
ecutor
ten October 17. 1507, in 411.
and witnessed by W. F. Illflen and
James Is Doyle.

or
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Try the Run for Job *WC

D. E. WILSON
Four Scholarships In Paducah
Central College Free
The Taylor-Trotwood Magazine will give absolutely
free to the four most popular young men or women receiving the highest number of votes in this contest, a
scholarship in the Paducah Central Business College,
after contelt closes May 9, 1908.
To be nominated in this contest. till out, or /1.1Ve your friend 1111
out Coupon No. 1, and forward or bring to the Daily Sun Office addressed to "Manger if Wairaalne VoRtfort." After candidate Is
nominated and ripresses a desire to remain in the contest, they
will he provided with ample and receipt trots witli instructions
as to how to yet subscription The object of this Cont.(st is to increase the circ ulat ion of this well-kretWn mai/mine in this territory.

COUPON NO. 2—When accompanied witb One
Dollar for one year's subscription to Taylor-TrotWood
Magazine will entitle the candidate named in Coupon
to 200 votes. When accompanied with Irv° Dollars
for three year's subscription to tbe Maggzine will en.
title the candidate named to 500 votes.
COUPQN NO. I—Entities a nominee in the :ontest to 10Vvotes when the nomination is_asetievemAfter
nomination is made coupon is only good for one vole.
Coupons for Subscription must be voted at least
twice a week, to be counted.
Single Coupons must be voted at least once a week.
Votes being held back will not be counted.
When a sufficient number of active candidates have
been nominated, the inactive ones will be dropped and
the nomination closed.
•
You will note that Coupon run in paper has style of
type changed each week. This is to prevent holding
of votes. Votes held up and run in on final count will
not be counted.
Address all letters or communications to "Manager
Magazine Contest," Daily Sun Office.

lanager, Tayler-Trotwood Maga/ice
DAILY SUN OFFICE,
PADUCAH, KY

•
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HOUSE PASSBS
Livers Exchanged]ITAFT TALKS IN
STERLING BILL
BRYAN'S STATE
Oily One Vote is Reeorded l
Against it.
All l'oessunsi CarApro Lime • to gel.
eloYen tor '.ajerries--Negligemre
Drat's*, 1.1110eked Out.

BILL TABLED 114 THE SENATIt

•

111F the active liver of the
• cod-fish could be put into
the place of the torpid liver
of the consumptive it would
peebably do him a world
of good. Next bat thirkg is

Secretary Rounbs Out Buy
Sixteen Hours.

Scoff's Emulsion
of Cod

Liver ON. Ahnost
asSood as a new liver. niaof SCOTT'S
Prill
ai
as a flesh-pro.
duce: proves that much of
the activity of the cod's
ip
live3or nishriaMed in every

Taft Replica (is titrraswea CHO.leing
McKinley and Roosevelt Administrations foe Phtlipplue PoUcy.

BRIAN

IS

NOT

CONSISTENT

Omaha, April 7.--Secretary Taft
Washisigtpn, April 7.--With only
rounded out the Ire day of his trip
• ressehast MK. awl $1.00.
eae vote recorded against it by Litto Nebraska with a speech at the
tlefield, of Value, the ,house under
Auditorium Iasi nightie where he was
euspeaslon of rules. passed the Sterlthe honored guest at a banquet of the
ing een,ployers' liability bill, after 41,
minutes' debate. In brief the bill bile carrying almost $100:000.1000 McKinley club. It was a strenuous
passed the senate practically as re- sixteen hours, which began at 8
.estabilahes the doctrine that rafiroadA
are 4-Poseed-trom-the-eeminittee
(neat
-FM-In Interstate commerce--liable, for personal injuries reeelvcd :tary affairs. The only amendment midnight.
appropriation of
The seco'ary t tis occasion to place
by cliployes In the service of such adopted carried an
lifteftett for a nystent of lefties, worts - before the 'people the real Issues of
carriers.
lfor Fort William Henry Harrison, In the corning campaign, as he views
• It abolishes the strict common lave ibiontana. The bill
materially
them, and incidentally to reply to the
rule of liability which bars the recov- ,creases
the pay of (slicers and enlist: recent utterances of William J. Bryan
ery for personal injur 'or death of an
led men of the army•
when the Democratic leader critic'red
ehiploye. dcs.asioued by the negligence
I
A resolution introduced by Foraker ,the'action of the McKinley and Roos%
of a fellow servant. ft also relaxes
/was attopted. It calls on the seere- /selt administrations for their policy
cotuplan law rules which make con- I
tary of war for names of all former in the Philippines.
tributory negligence a defense to
soldiers
of the Twenty-efth Infantry l
The secretary stated that Bryan
elaiuss for such injuries. A provision.
on account was not consistent in his utterance.
however. diminishes the amount of re- discharged without honor
of the Brownsville affray who have because he had been the means, in a
euvery in the same degree that the
large degree, of bringing about the
negligenc of the Injured one contrib- applied for re-enlistment.
signing•of the treaty of Paris, whereuted to the Inbar)
The bill further
by the Philippines came 'lode the
meets leech
PAW 11114100 rAteltel
responsible for his
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will control of the United Staters, and he
own beglIgence and requires each to
cure Blind. Bleeding and Itching Piles is now criticising the action of the
bear the berden thereof.
It absorbs the tumors, allays itching administration to teach the Philip
The bill as pursed by the house was
at once, arts as a poultice, gives in- pines the art of self-government.
transmitted to the senate later in the
slant relief. Williams' Indian Pile
Taft alo took up and dwelt at
day. sod on motion of Senator Oes111,e•ar Isid on the table subject to being Ontnient is prepared for Piles and. length with the question of railroad
Itching of the private parts. Sold by legislation and individual combinecalled up at any time. Senator Doilldruggists. mall 50c and $1.00. Wil- tions which he considered one of the
ver explained that the bill is quite
similar to a measure reported to the llama' M'f'g. Co.. Props., Cleveland,O.. principal issues of the campaign.
The day was full of functions for
senate. from the committee on educaBeware of Bombe,Taft. It began at Cowell Bluffs.
tion and labor.
If the clothes of an ordinary beg- where he was met at piton Station
Dollivar contemplates asking the
gar in lilombay were_searehed
reetpt
--zoititusittee. Irene
_rceete treagree• to take u_p
set
food muff/Went to satisfy at leant five Omaha, which
accompanied
him
an early day. He will probably move
persons would be found stowed away across the river and acted as an esto substitute the senate measure for
.1aee.
that these beggars are regular von- fast. lie was-'Occupied for nearly
eel then :cave to a conference the
ders of food; they eat as much as three hours during the forenoon with
teak of agreeing upon a compromise
they can.and sell the rest. A Bombay Secretary Miehelor, preparing his
measure.
street beggar is a well to-do indi- I evening address, and at 12:30 was
2(*he house bill is much more sweep- viduse and sends home
weekly a pos- the guest•of honor at a luncheon
ing than the senate bill, as it applies tal order of ten or
fifteen rupees. One given by Victor Rosewater at the
to all "common carriers." while the of the fraternity
was ovelheard say- Omaea club.
senate bill applies only to "common ing to a brother professional that he
There were also present Governor
canters by railroad "
had done badly that day. Mein Sheldon and members of the Nebraska
Army BIB Panned.
"partied" only two relief's and foul' delegation to the national Republican
Washington, April 7
The armY annas.—Mulidi Rozgar.
convention. After the luncheon the

How to Tell
Whether Coffee
is causing your Troubles
It seems easy to leave off driaking coffee and note the
results.
But you say "I can't get along without coffee," so the
drcary days follow one another, the same old pains and aches,
siowly growing a little worse. Do you dare think of the
road ahead, if that downward tendency keeps on, and why
shouldn't it unless you change the daily habit?
Suppose today you assert your right to crush habit and
start a new and healthful life. It's easy to quit coffee and take on

et
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MORE THAN EVER
Increased rapacity for Mental labor
Olnce-Leavls. Off Coffee.
Immilim•••••••••

•
s.

Many former coffee drinkers who
have trtfutal work to perform, day
after day, have found •better capacity
and greater endurance by using Posh
Cereat Instead of coffee. An Ills.
woman writese
"I had drank coffee for about 20
Isrp, sod finally had what the doctor
called 'coffee heart' I was nervous
and extremely despondent, had little
mental or physical strength left. had
!seines trouble and constipation
"The first noticeable benefit derived
from the change from coffee to Pos
tem was the natural action of the
kidneys and bolvels. In two weeks
m) heart action was greatly Improved
and my nerves steady..
"Then I became less despondent,
and the desire to be active again.
showed proof of renewed physical
and mental strength.
"I am steadily gaining In physical
stir ngth and brain power. I formerls
did mental work and had to give It up
en account of coffee, but since using
Postern Lam doing hard mental labor
with less fatigue than ever befall."
rc,•.. a Reason "
Nail given by Postion cioThattlo
Read the little book,
Creek, Mich

Which is made of clean, whole wheat
and contains no CAFFEINE —the drug in
coffee that causes so much ttouble.

POSTUM
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And a Cordial One

Peiducati.40

I

$2.50,•$3.00, $3.50, $4.00
American Lady
$2.50, $3.00. $3 50, $4.00
Florsbeim Shoes
$5.00 and $6 00
Douglas Shoes
$3.00 to $5.00
American Gentleman
$2.50 to $5 00

Is extended to you to inspect the graceful new models of Dorothy Dodd and
American Lady Oxfords now being shown.
The display is an unusually bright and interesting one, even for this store where the
newest and best is alwal,s shown first.
"A profusion of new 5 hapes in tans, golden browns,

When you want quality,

In Men
'
s Shoes, a

of

BRUNSON'S
FLOWER SHOP

brighter, snappier collection of

best, too.

529 Broadway. Both Ptom 391

the ladies, appreciate that it is quality

which we aim at first. No imitation leather goes

in cut flowers,

order from

genteel foot wear it would be hard to find. All the nun,
and most

either

floral designs or plants,

patent leathers and vicis.

Lc:Idler & Lydon shoes; workmanship must be

into

of the

But you'll recognize all these points when

you see the shoes; the prices will

be satisfactory also.

Dr. Stamper

411111111111011nMeMMMelneemil

DENTIST

LENDLER &LYDON

Futon* BilidligBotil 205

309 Broadway
Extracting Trettli and Plata
Work a Specialty,

secretary iris hurried to the first Oon hegsheads at $7 to 1112; Murray. 47 reports the sale of 14-0 hogsbeacla of
where he ad- hogsheads at $7 to $11.64; Mayfield, tobacco at this place at satisfeetors don't you wish to look it over end
gregational church
dressed the Woman's club for an 37 hogsheads at $7 to $11.50; Prince- prices. The flea-beetle is resew te I to see—
"No, I don't want to look it over,
hour. Returning t othe hotel, Taft e n, 4'4 hogsheads yet $7 to $10; Cadiz, be doing some damage to the plant
beds of this section. The foltooing not on your life." said Adam. "You
devoted some tin* to the revision of 12 hogsheads at $7 to $11.
Three new markets have been es prices are quoted: Low luga, $7 Or are In college?"
his night address. and was whirled
tablished by the association this sea- $1.Tefie common lugs, $7.75 to Sfs.:!5:
"Yes."
away to the Auditorium.
ei Treing to
your
way
work
The secretary entered the banquet son, these being Cadiz. Princeton and medium lugs. $8.5n to $9; good lugs:
.25 to $10; low tea/. $10.50 (0 111 threugh!"
ball arm in arm wth Governer Shel- Russellville.
"you, Mr. Bede."
nimon leaf, $11 to $12.50; mediana
don to the stralns of Hall Columbia,
leaf, $13 to $14; good leaf. $14.1 to
"Weil I did the same. °My cashie.
Clarksville Tobacco.
.
the banijueters rising and sending up
will give you an order for three do]
a salvo of cheers.
Clarksville, Tenn., April 7 --Tie 81.:0): fine leaf. $16 to $18.
ee
tars on al* store for. anything y,
At the close of the banquet speeches receipts in the Clarksville open tobaemay need—then egg sell It awl go'
were made by Governor Sheldon. Wil- ce market in March were 1,840 hog./Wt. Go chase other,
eiT
entine A. Wtirec and Mom- -Seri*tafrThetide. The silt" itferi-T21 heighBefede
while the day bi ket young."
Taft had the last address on the pro- and shipments 79.5 hogsheads. Toes1
gram and was greeted with cheers stteks on hand, 2.886 hogsheads. Ras..11sett_.saaes:
ktear4esteff440p--IfVe-inftrItteiefrffen
'fbeitsreeelieseTherstimsegoe erleseeet.
atttosnobile of yours goes like the
he rose to speak.
*Locks, 2.749 hogsheads. Tee nee leis
Greene—That's. right. ,$o"The issues of the next campaign during the past week were 511 h'.can tell just when the wind kir
are to turn on the achievements of heads; sales, 90 hogsheads. The ersrAt The Kentucky.
softie to start or when it is going •
the McKinley and Roosevelt adminis- ket remains firm to'atrong for ill
'The Last of His Race," the great
trations, 'which Idle -remain that sub- grades of tobacco. The reeeipss of itusetaa drama as produced by the Al stop.•'—Vonkers Statesman.
ject for discussion between us and loose tobacco are falling off, as nearly V. Mills company at the Kentucky
our Democratic friends, or rather be- all of the crop has been delivered. lust night, pleased one of the larges,
tween us and the gentleman who still Warehouse stocks are steactil/ Tin- audiences that the
Kentucky has
ning up, and now contains a geoe, asseems to have the power of leadiug
ecitt for a -long time. The ,e0tilerilie.
the variona grade*. 4he
setwasaat
of
the Democratic partf ma's/ /th
as a whole is °se of the best that has
Tobacco Growers' assoelatier
We are to acceperrot what the Dlemo- Dark
erer v:sited the city at popular prices.
cratie party, as it used Re be, thinks
The cast is well balanced and the coin
on any issue, but what Bryan thinks
MILS. MARY GREGOVICH.
pan)' thorsaughly capable of producing
on every issue, as a real basheforthe
the higher and better clam of pla3s
national campaign to be ended by the Of Philipsburg, Montana, Tells How of which their reperto`ze consists. Toefeetion in November next. Because
night th.e attraction will be "Man's
Was Cured of Dandruff.
Irhumanity."
n thisoldr. !Ralph McBryan still keeps sieve thacontioverMrs. Mary Gregovich, of Philips Donald will be seen at his best, as
sles which many Denim-rats are content to regard as settled, we have to burg, Montana, under date of Novem- superintendent of the great Krumpton
go back and discuss Matters which ber 26, 1999, writes: "I had typhoid Iron Works. lite play deals with
the verdict of history, properly inter
.
- fever this summer, consequently was capital and labor.
SMALL AS A PILL
preted. ought long ago to have ended" losing my hair terribly, and my head
In
places
was
pergeetly
bald.
NewEASIER TO TAKE
Bede
and
the
Book
Agent.
With this opening Taft, entered
Once. when Congressman J.'Adam
upon the discussion of various topics bro's Herpicide had just come into
Two doses give relief, and one box
treated by Bryan in the past. He de- use In .Philipsburg, and the doctor Bede was building a partition In his will care any ordinary case of Kidvoted a large portion of his address strongly recommended it to me. After printing office, with sleeves rolled up ney or bladder trouble. Removes
to the Spanish war and its result. ea; three or four applications my hair and a saw in' one hand, a young col- Gravel, cures Diabetes,
Seminal
pecially with reference to the Philip- stopped failleg out, and is coming in lege lad appeared in the role of a furl Emissions, Weak and Lame Rack.
again
quite
Chick.
I
used
to be Iron- fledged book agent. He set out, to Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
pines. He applauded and defendeo
the course pursued by the Republi- -bled greatly with dandruff, of which explain his mission and the naturer,of the Kidneys and Bledder in both
cans in these matters. He,pointed out 1 am now quite cared." Kill the his book to Mr. Bede, who said, with- men and women. Sold at 50 Oasts
the impossibility of avoiding our- re- dandruff germ with HerpicIde. Sold out raising his eyes from his work:
Per box on the no cure no pay basis
"[aorta bother about the name and by McPherson's Drug store, Fourth
sponsibilities in the Phi:11)011es which by leading druggists. Two sizes, 5ee
came to us as one of the results of and $1.0,0. Seed 10c in stamps for contents—what's the price of the and Broadway, sole agent for Faduthe war, and which panted into our sample to The nergicide Co.. Detroit- book?"
mb, or sent by mail upon receipt of
"Three dollars," said the young Prim by Lark Medicine ,Oo., Louiscontrol by the provision of the treaty Mich.—W. B. _McPherson, Special
1
agent, raising to the occasion, "but ville, Ky.
of Paris, which Bryan assisted in Agent.
having approved.
Taft *fled many new laws passed
by the Republican congress and apProved by the Reptettlicall administration, which have been of great lenefit
to the people.
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LARK'S

KIDNEY
GLOBES

Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.

'TOBACCO NEWS
Hopkiosville, Ky., April 7.—On the.
local tobacco market during the pasti
week everything has moved along in
a steady manner, everybody brill;
kept busy, but no unusual features
developing.
The salesman for the Planters' Protective association repores the sale of
65 hogsheads of lugs and low-grade'
leaf at the schedule prime, ranging'
item $7 to $13. Receipts by the association last week were 5t8 hogsheads, the heaviest of the seascin, musk
lae_si total of 1.391 _119.gatite.444.
With thh Society of Equity warehouse sales were light, but what was
sold, all being lugs and low-grade leaf,,
brought from $7 to $10. Receipts
continue good.
Loose tobacco continues to pour
into the Society of Equity and association Prizing houses. It is estimated that 75 to 8,0 per cent, of the
crop 'of the (ink tobacco district has
been delivered, and it will only be a
tsbart (line until tt is all in the prising
houses,
Plant beds are reported to be coming nicely, and as yet nothing has inWhen the tree,terfered with them
planting season begins there will be
plenty of plants for every field.
The last report issued by Jehn D.
Scales, auditor of the Planters' Protective. SIF.sociation, shows Lb.. following Fates merle at the nine markets in
the district from March 16 to. April I.
lvegaboade,S4 12
Guthrie,
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AN INVITATION

Dorothy Dodd

Is not only free from the harmful
coffee poison, but contains the natural
phosphate of potash found in a part of
the wheat berry which is included in
making this famous food drink.
It builds up broken-down brain and
nerve cells, and no one needs this more
than the chronic coffee drinker.
Ten daysfreedom from coffee will show
"There's a Reason"
for
$jS;
sh e

PAO, 1111111111.

The Fit t'?! Gown
Greatly depends on the fit of the corset.
Just now when your mind is turned
toward your spring and summer costumes, let us suggest that you select
your corsets now. Have your gowns
fitted over the corsets which you intend
wearing them with. We are corset experts here. We fit you properly and
give you instructions as to the proper
lacing and adjusting. The summer models are all here
in every style and every figure. We call your espe:ial
attention to the new hipless models. .• ••
•• • •

Thompson's Glove Fitting $1 to $2
Royal Worchester • - $1.00 to $2.50
Bon Ton - - - - - $3.00 to $5.00

az:

141 • heipbeads at
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11.1111M1tOON AND WEEKLY.
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he escape Mean, without eou'esete:
IL 3. PAXTobl, General Manager.
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By Stewart Edward White
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the rivers, and representative .of the is given in the following article which am so wonderfully improved that 1
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I
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appeared in the Cincinnati Post whilo have come down here km thank Mr.
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them, as much as the
THE W1111DIELY SUN.
used, as it is In this famous old silk 'Mature, is in the city today. He has Cooper was introducing his Ideas to'Cooper in peasant and obtain more of
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we
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In
these already embarked on a criminal
Wee year, by malt. postage Pala ••$1.00
an ambition to go to the Denver con- the people of that city. The artlei.. the timedleine.'
career, that moved the judge to go to big bonfire, sailor fashion, just at the town. American women %tilt) are
vention from the First district. If Ol- says: "The betgitinIng of Mr. Cooper's
W(1111(11110 Interviewed
''A mother
Paducah.
1y...
&New THAI BUN,
deeply into the subject of Went rd- edge of the beach. There we sat at over fat, little or much, should adopt
lie James is one of the big foal% Our second week in Cincinnati gives every uas Mr. J. IL Brooks. living at 52.7
Phone III.
dna. 11$ Mouth Third.
ease and smoked our pipes in silenee,
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simple Thomas, of
talk. Even Handy Solo- this extremely valuable aud
Mayfield. to actively seek- it-dictation that hie is to enyoy the sante Walnut etrem, who had the following
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ic and 3% onnees--Syrup Simplex end dietrkt organization, which *III be sand talk with him each day,
with right and Justice, are not only that.
take a spoonful after meals and at settled by the delegates to the state entire city seems to haVe bia-onie in- matter would drop Into the throat,.
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Logically Captain Selover, and I bedtime. The whole receipt costs
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they are exercising the highest alecre- should have passed most of our evenfew cents, but it takeeoff the fat &trete state executive committeeman. stomach OA degenerate, and he altrentl raaNalkell, Mail the ettemach finally betam. The law will prevail. Why, ings together. As a matter of fact we but a
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re-elected. In nati who seem positive that iii. cittirns Joan at night a phlegm would gather
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1 Front Fences Down!
You certainly need flower
bed borders to protect the
flowers and beautify the
• • • •
lawn. .*

Hart can sight U to many new and
fancy ways of running vines around
the house, making arches, etc. It's
cheap, 2. A nice line of flower seed
to select from. Drop in and hear
Hart's talk.

J

THE LOCAL NEWS

GEO. 0. HART & „SONS CO.

4

C. $

COUNTY TAX RATE'
FIXED AT 70 CENTS
5 CENT REDUCTION

•

•.

!

ALLEGRETT1'S
CANDIES

JUST OPENED

.4

1

65c Pound

Gilbert's Drag Store

• a

THE PADT'CAll EVENING SUN

PAO! NZ.

UMATISM

BLOOD FILLED WITH URIC ACID

Tina add
Rheumatism comes from an exceas of tit ic acid in the blood.
to the diffeteut muscles,
circulating through the system acts as an
and
serves, bones and tissues of the body, and produces the inflammation
the disswelling of the joints and the sharp, cutting pains characteristic of
continually grows
ease. When the blood is overburdened with uric acid it
Rheumaweaker and more acrid, and poorer in nourishing qualities. 'Then
and dangertism becomes chronic, and not only a painful, but a formidable
is affected,
ous disease. Sometimes the heart is attacked, the general health
destroyed
and the oils and fluids which lubricate the muscles and joints are
them; the
in
depositirei
constantly
is
blood
the
which
matter
acrid
by the
becomes
muskies shrink and lose their elasticity, the coating of the joints
S. S. S.
hard and thick, and often the sufferer is left a hopeless cripple.
by neutralattacks the disease at its head, goes down into the circulation, and
izing and removing the uric acid from the
circulation and building up the thin, acrid
blood, cures Rheumatism permanently.
S. S. S. changes the sour, acid-burdened blood
to a rich, healthy stream which quiets the
excited nerves, eases the throbbing, painful
muscles and joints, and filters out of the
VEGETABLE
PURELY
system the irritating tuatttr which is causing
ciuse
Abe pain and Inflammation. Begin the use of S.S. S. now and get the
you
out of your blood so that the cold and dampness of Winter will not keep
in constant pain and misery. Book on Rheumatism and any medical advice
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA:
free.

louse Cleaning Season is at Hand
You'll want carpets cleaned. We don't
BEAT them; we CLEAN them. That's what
you want. .• .• .•

New City Laundry and
Carpet Cleaning Works
r

Phones 121.

CLIP YOUR HORSES
They lo
better, feel dater anol w'ootk Letter. flipped lirir.s are easier
We
to g ru no and you are not annooy ed 1.y horse hairs when driving
in electric machine :lull an expert operatoor and %ill glic you as
ha
g(0,.1 work as can he done, at the regOlar pr ico

THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
I •4•44414peratell•

Fourth and Kentucky Avenue.

INSURANCE AG EN TS

ABRAM L. WELL & CO.
Fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,

•

Office Phones Now 3611

Steam Boiler,
Bonds,
Plate Glass,
Cargo,
Hull,
Zlevator.
Old mat
Residence Phones N*111, 726

Campbell Building,Paducah,Ky.

•

Hot Stove-Cool Kitchen

, SEVEN DRINKS
AERONAUTIC CORPS MANY CASES OF
RHEUMATISM HERE
toMPorde.12 .11.24WE

EEL DI Vol:M:1M (WFICE.ItS
NAVI.

Rear %Amaral chewier !triteness
keno Will Play Part In Future
Fights.

A Mixture Which Makes the
Kidneys Filter Out Poisons
and

How do you expect to efldure the broiling days of
summer if you prepare alt
l
the food over a glowing (wal .
fire?
You need a "New Perfection" Oil Stove that wiIl
do therooking without cooking the cook. It concentrates plenty of heat under

HARRIS INTO

Vomits %Ian Lies Dune ('ode,' Tree
tiober tie and Dies Aloof. in
Hie Mawr.

(44

Waste.

Mayfield, Ky., eprIl 7. --Jesse HarWashington, April T.-Anxious to
IT ANYWAY ris. is young man living three and (theTRY
YOU t'.tS
me the navy • not a whit behind the
half miles southwest of I3oydsville
arm,, many of the younger naval of&
at toss the hue In Ts nneneee and near
Cers are endeavoring to promote the
the state Bite, was found dead about
establishment of an aeronautic corps
All noudioal authotities are agreed 7 o'clock lying under a teas Death.
for the navy, like the balloon squad that the blood is the greet source of
according to the verdhl of a coroner's
of ttft army signal corps. Rear Ad- disease or of health in the human sysjury was due to exposure and drink
Indimire -Chester Is a staunch advocate tem, If the blood is pure, the
From what information that could he
qf aeronautics in the navy, believing vidual is strong and healthy: if the
obtained young Hartle had been to a
that airships will play an important blood is impure or diseased then there
blacksmith chop in his neighborhood
whole
the
part in future wars.
in
I. Meknes" or decay
and bad started back !ionic when he
At the suggestion of Rear Admiral tern.
stopped at the home of his brother.
Chester it had been planned to .send
Rheumatism is strictly a blood dis- where he and others Indulged in sevan airship to Magdalena Bay for ex- ease. It is caused by excessive uric
eral drinks of whisky. In company
Po rftnents in connection with the ma- acid. Sores, piniples, etc., mean bad with J. N. Alderdiee he went in the
neuvers of Admiral Evans' fleet, but blood. Catarrhal affections must be
dlrecOon of his home. When at the
to the lack of funds for such a treated through the blood to get perforks of the road young ilarrie went
purpose. the plan had to be aban- manent results. To set well, to feel
Ids way and Mr.. Alderdice went in
don.d. An airship is being bulit in strong, hearty and vigorous one must the oppoelte direction to his home
Toledo, which will be tested before a have good clean‘blood and lots of it. Young Mr. Rains was riding horseboard of naval calkers in Washington, You can't clean the blood thoroughly back and the presumption is that h.
as St)on as completed, probably in unless the kidneys are made active. became violent!) intoxicated and deMay.
Bad blood means clogged, inactive cided to stop by the roadside to
Lieutenant Robert Henderson, chiet kidneys and liver', which causes. too, sober up.
engineer of the battleship Missouri, such symptoms as backache, nervous-.The alcoholic stile-its had alb-colt
together with *event' other officers of ness, bladder and urinary dilleulties him more than hooliad ant: •iisated. and
Admiral Evans' fleet, contemplate the and other sympathetic troubles.
full asleep nto.r to awake again' Hifi
construction of an airship while the
Hare is a simple home remedy and heart ants doubtless affected by the
fleet is on the coast. Lieutenant Hen- the recipe for making it up .a as fol- whisky. causing death. When found
derson is an enthusiastic aeronaut, lows:
his both was cold, showing that liar- .04
iond made an aseension in the Porndead for several hours
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-half ris had been
mern, the balloon which won the Gorthe )(Jung man drank
that
said
I.
is
ounce;
one
ounce:Compound Kergou.
whisky and this was
don Bennett race. It is said that the
of
drinks
seven
Compound Sy rup Sarsaparilla, three
Saturday evening
inebers of the board of naval officers
o'clock
5
about
ounces. Shake well in a bottle and
believe that the time has come when
deceased was a son of R W liar.
The
each
dome
after
teaspoonful
take in
the navy must begin work in aeroa promlrent farmer on the Tenmeal and again at bedtime. The in ris.
nautics. and it May not be long be
line in IN'eakley county
reesee
gredienis can be obtained at any good
• e the Etuiy of aerlal navigation
prescription pharmacy at small cost.
lie included rn the curriculum of
Here the readers of this paper have MANAGER oF THE kosi
'he Annapoiiiitcademy.
THEATER WHIPS iumpiEs.
a simple yet powerful and effective
remedy for all forms of blood, kidney
lOnanal Caw.
Three unanoen men raised a disand bladder diseases which shopid re"Thank yon very much." said the
in front of the Koss movine
turbance
affecancLeatarrhal_
, Be ve.rheumathm
%14Y.-41U-1;4as4 , eeeepting 'the proffered
last night. •and used
show
lecture
tions and rep:ace that weak. worn-out
in hearing aistanco.
roTat.
language
abusive
Indifferent feeling with strength, vigor
"Madam," said the man, tipping his
of the young wonian„sell.ni tickets
and health.
eat. you surprise and pain me."
Mr. Louis Farrell. the'manager. tried
thtel._1.351_432,14,21.jkleibe
••1 do not understand you."
show, while the third man became
)61J'ye lost Me iiTher. abash° to Mr Farrell, who aimed
Philadelphia Ledger.
Some Railroads .%tready Orsoring him dew!' the str et
The manage'
To get well and keep well take Itel.11AN'S
to soledY Need* of lenbarese
went!into the 'how and while standOftltD1A1... Proved by preed thew SOW years
ing near the 4.0 tho unknown man
of use to be the very beet health preserver.
It has been asserted on good au- rushed in and knocked him down
streegtb maker seed bleed pertere. 11 ovate
and 11411 per bottle at all dealers.
thority that enough timber has to he Mr Farrell drew a small pocket knife
flit every year in the l'ulted States to atd made a slash and accidentally
S. t a thief to hatch a thief.
supply 1.000,000 sleepers for Ameri- scratched Burton Craig on the ies
can railways. It has also been corn- MT Faired! c.,t a finerr on h:, let
pnted that within half a century there hand. After the oceurrence the row111 .he no ember standing in this dies hit the show and the pol,ce were
coantry fit to woe for sleepere unless unable to find them.
the process of afforestation is meanwhile prosecuted with great energy -E. C DeWitt & Co . Meals). Ill.-and on a vast scale's by the federal and Gentlemen-- In I t)97 I had a disease
state governments. There are, how- of the stomach and bowels. In tile
ever, two other measures by which :spring of 1902 I bought a bottle e.f
our waste of Limiter might be checked Eodol and the IT neat I received all
There's no secret in Shoe
the sold in Georgia could not bay
materia113.
buying-a man either gets
For example, the railway corpora May you live long and Kneeler. Yours
his money's, worth or he
lions themselves might take precau- very truly, C. N. Carnell. Boding. Ga.
doesn't.
tions against the threatened dearth of Aug. :7, 1906." Sold by all drugIt's your own fault, sir, if
timber suitable for sleepers by utilis- gists.
you do .'t get yours.
ing...their own lands for forest culture
Trouble at -Flying Datirtitaret."
The Pennsylvania company has alSatifaction is here fur you
-Fly lug Dot, Amen" are tabooed by
ready taken a lonz step in this direcIn any grade of Shoe you see
tion, for between 1902 and 1907 it Police Judge Cross, and this morning
tit to buy.
express
placed in the ground no fewer than in court he took occasion to
There are lots of men, hereHis reason
1.520.000 trees, mainly the black buns disapproval of them
abouts, who have never hal
taken
In April and May of last was that so rhul'h d corder has
locust.
Shoes that were all right and
plares
year nearly 4s0,045n seedling's...1mm place around the amtisment
pa fectly satisfactory.
throe to four years old of the red oak that the police have their hands full.
and six other varieties of trees were Last night Myrtle Pettit, II years
old,
set out at three Depots on the main old, and Mar) Lane. 13 years.
for fighttine of the rallwaf between Harris- both colored. were arrested
who baser) far failed to find
Because of their ages the girls
burg and Altoona. If this work is ing
Mt lei lam he wanted.
4 411144 within the Jurisdietion
continued the Pennsylvania compel)) did not ,
If we can't fit him and
will ultimately be able to make good of the fui:icc court. but after a gni/4
. for talk to the stir's' mothers the warplease him In styleand price,
its vast consumption of timber
rant, weere dismissed on agreement
he'll ha•e to give it up and
sleeper purposes.
given. anti
go barefoeited.
The squandeeng of timber might that a suund whipping be
hool.
We lova., men to come
also be very much curtailed if Ameri- both the girls placed in se
can railways would ttniversally emhere with their Shoe trouSim. In the ease of a dieter, olcs
ploy some of the methods used in
ble.
It is coming or
foreign countries for the preservation pends on whether
of sleepers from decay. According going.
to the trade journal Engineering there
Is now not a single railway in Eine- V. KING moons. DENTIST.
land which Is not laid with creosoted
sleepers, and the same thing is true
of most of the Frenet lines. In Rite
elk the sine chlortde polecats used to
he employed widely, bet It was found
that In course of time the sine salts
would be washed out. Both in Russia and on this side of the Atlantic
the preservative treatment Is now
Room T. Tnielwart
sir
giving place to creosote -New York Mobs. Neat to (*isofk ebeweb. New
Ann.
phour 115011.

Sanitary Plumber

Steam Heating Expert
Repair Work Solicited.

132 S. Fourth St.

Both Phones 201

324; Kentucky Aventu .

$5.00

Woe

Stands Like a Stone Wall
film

FratiletilY ledsstrusIble

CM.,Haves,

milIonIN

linNI

RENT

f

Rooms over

• 24 IMO SaMlainallalnar
• r4•OMNI

Lendlet & Ly-

AMERICAN FENCE

don, now occupied by Dr.

Buy your new fence for years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, the
hinge joint, the good galvanising, the exactly proportioned quaky of Medi
that is not too hard nor too soft.
We can show you this fence In our stock and explain Its merits and
ruperierity, nut only In the roll bale the field. Cam and SW us and get

Stamper.
Possession

March 1,1908.

our-prices.

on

.
F. H.
ES
&CO
JON
SOLE AGENTS FOR PADUCAH
Phones 328.

Ot

LENDLEIt
4 LTDON

Coe.5Ocond and 4Cy. Ave.

1,' • ardrice at NM

•I

Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove
wish
the kitchen actually Deems as comfortable as you could
it to be.
This, in itself, is wonderful, but, more than that, the "Ned
Perfection" Oil Stove does perfectly.everything that any stove can do. It is an ideal
all-round cook-stove. Made in three sitec
and fully warranted. If not with yout
dealer, write our nearest agency'.

Lamp

.
*substantial, strong,
ly made and hatqlsoots lamp. Burns for hours with • strong.
Just what you Dyed tor enmellow !isht
om If
ing reading or to light the dining-lo
aot with your dealer, WI,it our nrarest
INAMMI110 Of& 011111111AMIT

•

SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phones 192.

Green Houses 50.000 Feet of Glass
...........................$1.00
Choice Cut Rosa, per &men.
.... _ _ .60
Carnations, per down
Cyclamens and Primroses in bloom, pot plants.
roan& work and decorations a specialty. We have the latest line
or Pot Planta itilbie city. Write for our 190) eatalegue. Free delivery In any part of Use car.

City -Transfer Co.
C. L.
All

Van Meter, Manager.

Kinds of Hauling: Second
and Washington Streets.

Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499,

IIIIITABLIANIOD 1874.

NATIONAL BANK
THE CITY
PADUCAH. litgAiTt•VILT.
LNITLD eTATI DEPOSITORY.
.400.011005
Capital. florplair sad Visdhiged FroSts
1100.000 00
•
Showelsoider• Respossalhillty
41001.000 OS
To‘al Responsibility to Depositors
IL H. Illt6hILS. Freakiest. JOS. J. FRIEDMAN, Vies President.
J. C. UTTEIIRACK.(Issider. C. MI ItICHARDOON. Asst. enabler.
LNIKIIIONT PAID ON TIMM DEFOKITK,
1111111001Vign.
A. IL ANWACTIZR, S. R. HUGHES, R. A. FOWLER, J. L. rums.
DIAL 3. C. Mailtaltli. PR J. 0. BROOKS, RIFIAOK OWEN.

NOTICE
This company last season changed its electric
current from 125 to 60 cycles and likewise
changed, free of charge to its customers, 125
cycle apparatus to 60 cycles. Any fans or
other 125 cycle apparatus formerly used on
our circuits will be put in working condition
if the attention of the company is called to
.*
the fact before May 1st, 1908.

a

a

The Paducah i Light & Power Co.

•
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NEW PERFECTION'

FOR
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I An

the pot and sliffuses luttli
or none thtougfr the room.
Therefore, when\working
with the

$3.00

$2.00
$3.50

Ws'rt Uolitg For Ss lin

ED. D. HANNAN

TV14313AY. APRIL T.

.
4914

,

IMRE, imassmaree-(lansposly.
Henderson. Ky., April 7.-Artleles
tf incorporation of the Farmers' Muteal Equity Insurance society wart
tiled here.. The members aligning the
article* swear that thin, Powell collectively $50.000 In property. and the
designation is that the principal office
shall he In this city. The companf
is strictly confined to this county and
, will insure local tobacco.
! The following names are signed to,
the articles: 'Andrew ateuth, R. Is
Jordan, Si. T. W. Schuette. R. St
Walker, A. Konsler, S. I. M. Majors.
I IL Hart, William Kt:miler. J. J.
sights. Robert D. Vance. William
swarm. A. B. Sights, J. A. Konaler,
R T. Ifiekman,.W. 0. Hoggerd, H. S.
Johnson, I). a.'Hewett, J. T. Wilson
and Mike Maul.
Hest Threatening' Iastaer.
Benton, Ky., April 7.-W. B.
Shoulders -Pfrao arrested in this (Marshall) county on a charge of night
kargeg with
leIr.
rid is
assdtag a threatening letter to Will
tag him against deaktag

SPRING CLEANING
Moth EAU'. 3 lbs. for ..-..... 25e
100
s' pones', large site
.
Kill-A -Bus
Superior lurniture Polleh _Abe
fiee
Insect Powder, lb.-.use
Liluld Veneer, 25e and
Horse (2) Mile Team)•31 pOttod
he: 34 pound lOc; 1 pound 15e
10c
Scrubbing Bruithes,fic and
Bargain in Sachet Chamois Elkin

6
11•11111111111111111111111,

thichorson's
MI SUE

W. Ir. Pastas,
Pkaideut.

It. Rudy,
Caahler.

Puryear,
Aadstant Cluhler,

CITIZENS' SANIN6S BANK 4
(teeeereestes.)
Third and Broadway.
State Depository

Ciiy Depository
Capkal
Morphia
Stockholders liability

111100,000
60,000
100,0110

451 •.• •

a-.
Total mearky to depositors

...40,0.000

'Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. we appreciate
mall as well as large depositors and accord to all the same courteous
treatment.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO II

•

•

PAIN

ME PADUCAH EVENINC SUN •*

r

EDGAR W. CIITTEMORE

isi,VEEIRS

FOR VICARS;
THEN CURES ECZEMA.

Pullen. mid Latheerienwlkusghter Roth
Secure! Permanent Wank,. Vrosso
ttooderful Liquid Remedy. ,
511,, Alfred Aldrich, of Pompano°.
File. Vt., and her little granddaughter
were both cured of itching, burn1pg
skin diseases by the use of ordinate
ell of wintergreen mixed with glycurie", thymol, etc., the ease having
considerable
attention
attracted
among medkwl men.

REAL ESTATE
,AGENCY

WAITERS GO OF
THE CONSTITUTION fleople's Cure
NEEDS TOUCHING for Stomach Ills
SUDDEN STRIKE

,

SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a great deal cheesier to pile* annual aubseeptiova to soyerul magazines at the Feel11143 time anci order them olf icwettior from

It woull be 'oily to Say that a person
should always be his own doctor. There
are times when one canaut be too quick
In consulting a competent and reitable

Oa than it Is to buy the same magazioes riugly or subscribe to theta
Separately.
Combination club offeis are now made by which sub-

Scribers to several magazines an secure bargain price*, sometimes
physician, but the fact does remain that Anti Bryan's Denver Banquet
getting three or !Jur wage:Ales for the price of one or two. Subthere are rneny ailments that can be
scriptions may be Dent to different addresses, if desired, and may hecured at borne at very little expense.
Had to be Abandoned.
in Address to Yale Club.
gin.with any month. Let us know what magazines you are takSuch remedies can be bought at any
Dig now or what magazines you want to take next year, and we will
lest-class drug store for a small sum.
quote the combination price, miaowing saving to be effected.
Among the diseases that can be etfectreated at home are such as per- But 1:1.1114( of Itemises.' be Give ii ley Chem
lively
- -That
Than
Speaker's
Power
Greitter
Mrs. Aldrich had doctored for years
tain to the stomach, liver and bov:els,
SAAIPLK BARGAINS,
of l'resitlent-Enslaves Majority,
()erotic Leader .trouad isolr•t ..t
for Ertetnft without finding any relike constipation, dyspepsia, biliousness.
$1.00
CAesmopolltan
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McPherson's Drug Store

BRAUGliON'S PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGES
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Your special attention is
Called to the elegant assortment of new Spring sad
Summer Goods I now have
for you to select from;and
now is the time to - Order
that

Easter Suit
KILL THE COUCH
AND

CURE

THE

LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
rHIr
WIT"

FOR cgegrs

My prices are right, style,
fit and

workmanship the

best.
Remember we also do
Dry Cleaning.

min ALL THROAT 0141) ONO MORIEL
11(11JARA NTIZED SATISFACTOR
▪ ou MONEY
RmisolinatSi

H. M. DALTON
403 Broadway
.44414•414104.1.41•14144.41

The iilvealse

flan-10e •Irma.

Seeds! Seeds!
Come to the new
Seed Store for hest
Northern Grown

The nine of strict Modesty is lawny's anParert to the wentnn
realises that her ankles are not prstty

TIME

to have your GAS STOVE cleaned
and put in good condition for
spring and summer use. We clean
all stoves and put in good working
order for the nominal charge of $1.
Repairs extra. Stoves called for
and delivered free. .* .*

Paducah Light.& Power Co.

plies.

country.

gist).

is the

Seeds 'that grow.'
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tKIty Would dare
to kill outriAt. Stone day. perhaps'.
a minority manly enough to flgh
steadily and resolutely agatinst the
ote-man power, and for the restoration of the rights -of the peopie's representatives, Will awake to find itself
is the majority: for the great American people will not suffer their faithful representatives to he permanenele
or even long the victims of a despotic
peaker, carrying out a despotic polio). When the ammrtunity come.; to
you, young gentlemen, to deal waif
czarism don't trouble yourselvea about
Russia. but direct your efforts against
the czarism which flourishes in tin

For the cupboard and medicine
chest there is nothing superior

M. J. Yopp Seed Co.
124
lid Miem 243

Snead Brest.
In Maas 477
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I CITY BUYER IS
TO BE APPOINTED
Will Purchase All Supplies for
City Departments.
New Franchise for Mast Tennewree
Teiephone Company is Prepuces!
By City Salleitur.

1

IDEAL MEAT MARKET
Phone 742.

510-512 Broadway

WEDNESDAY'S SPECIALS
NVoodeoek Flour, sack ..f$5C

Squash

Omega Flour, sack

__5c
......--..... -.. 5C

313a:whoa Onions

Sugar, guranulatetl,
17 pounds

Beets, bunch.

$1.00

WHARF ORDINANCE GOSS OVER

Fresh Honey in casingr.20C
Imp. Swiss Cheese, lb.... 35c

-

5C

Tomato Soup Pulp _ 5C
linnquata, per boz.__35C
'Lundy and Palmer Dinner
Biscuits, per lb-- 35C
Roqueford Cheese, lb -45C
Shrimp, qt,
40c

. Reports of the city auditor and
treasurer and of the collection of nom
were received and Medi
Granitold sidewalks were ordered
laid on Water street between Broadway and Kentucky a Veil Ue. and ot.
both sides of Jeffeison street between
Ninth and Eleventh streets. A petition for granitold walks on the east
aide of Fifteenth street between Clay
and Trimble streets was laid over to
secure an oidinaresy providing tot
walks on both sides.
The ordinance, permitting the milk
and meat inspector to charge not
more than 50 cents 'a head for inspecting cattle in drtocs of ten or
more was adopted.
Cigar mailitacture;s' license were
cut from $60 to $Ito
The ordinance requiring the examination cif moving Picture alweltillie
operators was adopted.
The cataract with Joseph Wagner
to operate the city dump was'ratified.
The Thoukas C. IA-ech Investment
company asked for. a rebate of $25
Ileense.alleged to be illegally paid last
year. and the Brown-Jot lirS Coal corn.
pany, which remained in business
only one month, asked for a refund
of the unused portion. :burden Yates
& Sons, a moving picture concern.
which never opened. was refunded
$575 license money.

A city buyer, to be appointed by
New String Beans, qt.... 20C
the mayor and to receive $100 a
month, was aUthorised by the lower
New Peas, qt
20C
board of the general council by resolution last night. It Is the opinion
of the councilmen that the city wastes
more than $1,340- In the present un- referred back to the ordinance ea'a_ to open a saloon at 737 North Eighth
street.
systematic method of purchasing sup- mittess
Chief Wood. of the fire department,
The hack ordinance was referred
plies for departments.
was instructed to order file escapes
By another resolution the brdinance back for copies.
The resolution of Alderman diehl- on all .buildings to comply with the
committee was instructed to bring in
another ordinance providing a fran- schiaeger, permitting saloon keepers law.
The proposition of Giorge Weikel
The contract for the vire of marine that the city build a sewer through
chise for the East Tennessee Tele- to transfer their licenses. was referree
patients 1,fi this ctly walt''renewed with his property on csinditkin that he volto the license committee.
phone company
0. E. Potter was granted a license Dr. Frank Boyd.
The public wharf ordinance was
tsele
untarily raise the assessment. was
The city solIcltor was InStructed to
condemn a pub:ic way from Farley
P
icl:tbcuergto Cleintbuts street
Meehan,

1,000 Yards Wash Silk at

15 Cents Per Yard
Tomorrow we will place oil sale 1 000 yards of Wash Silks, all
colors, stripes and checks, for wash suits, dresses or waists.
The width is 19 inches. The quaiiiy is good and is a regular
40c value. We expect the 1,000 yards to last about an hour at
the price we ask for them. So come early if you want the
greatest Silk bargain opportunity ever offered.

40c Wash Silks 15c yard
No Phone
Orders

No Samples
Given

ITTADAT. APRIL T.
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RIYER NEWS

CUT PRICE SALE

Inver Magee.
Cairo
3,9.9 0.4 rise
Chattanooga
11.0 3.3 fall
Cincinnati
49.4 6.1 fall
Evansville-Missing
9.8 2.8 rise
Florence
11.3 OM. 'st'd
Johnsonville
Louisville
29.4 1.8 rise
16.1 0.4 fall
Mt Carmel
Nashville,
26.3 0.1 fall
6.2 1.6 fall
l'ittshurg
14.7 u.1 rise
St. Lou:s
43.3 1.2 rise
Mt. Vernon
36.0 0.7 rise
Padueah

ON

Ladies', Men's, Children's

HOES

Official Forecasts.
The Ohio at Evansville will 'continue rising for 2 days, reaching a
crest Wednesday between 42 and 43
feet. At Mt. Vernon will ciontinue
rising for 3 days, reaching 42 feet.
Itelow the mouth of the Wabash the
rise will be lees marked. At Paducah
a stage of 3s feet, and at Cairo 43
fofq will be reached by Thursday.
The Tennessee at Florets's, and
Riverton will rise for 2 days, 'rasping
At Johnsonville,
s feet it Florence.
will continue falling for 24 hours,
then rise.
The M noe.ss:ppi from below St.
Lents to 'above C`alro, _ no material
change during the next 26 hours,
The Watessh at Mt. Carmel, not
much change during The twat 24
hours.'
• E.isTFIt s.ti.F.
1 sPLI:\ DID st tisKsoi
lilt: I %LI ES. T1NV

Deeds were ordered executed to
•5
Fannie Grimmer and James F. Ross
for Iota in Oak Grove cemetery. The
The announi emccit of a sale at
donation of a lot in Oak Grove to the
Levy's always brings up to the femiConfederate veterans was ratified.
mind pictures olw ruantng tailnine
The appointment of The Sun as the
ored goerns and graceful Baring
official paper was ratified.
draperies. Judging from the enthuThe matter of rewir:ug the public 'Meant of the large number of buyers
library was referred to the light com- this morning. Mr. Levy's statement
mittee.
that this illaa the greatest sale of all
'A petition of the ship carpenters was this The Ind.es appreciated the
and caulkers that the Pittsburg OAt innevation of offering theta big values
company be eompelled to move from at low prices instead of the usual
the foot of Washington street so that '•music and lisswers." There were
steamboats awaiting tlier turn to go Merry Widow Suits. Butterfly Suite,
on the ways could tie there_ was,re- Cornell Dips and all the other new
ferred to the committee.
models which are favored for this
The Paducah and Claire interurban k spriug's wear and each one of them
franchise from Eighth street and the 'tourt4 InnumerribTeclty_iimits over North Eighth, Terrell. q•he pr.ee s? Truly., they were surprisNorth Sixth. Monroe. North Third and ing. In a full page announeement in
Jefferson streets. was referred to the cesterday's Sun. Mr. Lesty .explained
Mance committee.
the feitrinate tisanee which enabled
Couneflnian W. W. Cornelison. ap- him to make such low prices. In topoiuted to all the vacancy caused by morrow's paler there wilt ,,be another
the resignation of Councilman David 'announcement fully as interesting.
Flournoy. took his Mat. Those pres- with moee Bey prices. If you know
ent were: ConncIlmen Lackey. ('sir ,the messing of the word economy
nelison. Duvall, Young. Van Meter. yea will watch tor it and read it careForeman. Krentser, Mayer, Ford. fully.
Wilson and Bolter. In the absence ,
of President Lindsey. Councilman
Kindness quickly spoils unless kept
lAckey was eholien to preside
i in eirculgion.

We have cone through our stoek and taken out all the small
lots,and broken sizes and placed them on our counters with
price tickets on them which are making them sell mighty
fast, lietter omns at once and save yonnelf some money.

HERE ARE A FE.W EXAMPLES •
LOT I.-Little Gents' lidi Bats, worth 5115 and $1.25 out to ..8Se
Luz.v.-Youths' Box Calf Bluchers, worth $1 50, cut to
See
LOT 1-Boys Satin Celt Bala, worth 41.25, cut to
teic
1,07'4 -Youths' Box Cal' Illucters, worth et, cut to
01.19
LOT 5.-Men's Box Calf, Satin Calf, %ICI, etc., In Bala Or BluOhere
None worth less than $2.00, cut to.
11.29
L" Tit-Ladies' Patent Leather, Silk Cloth 'raga regular price
$2.50, cut to
LOT 7.-Kadin' Bala Patents, VIcis, etc.,cut to ...-....-...
and to on to the end of the chapter.
•call will convicts you.

Don t forget the great bargains we are offering in Men's
Pants, worth 81.2.5, *I 50, $2.00 and $2 50. No men who
needs a work or knockabout pair of pants can
afford to totes these

l'er Nair
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CNEAP
WI $TONE•*, 112 SOUTH SECOND STREET

THE MODEL
I'LEET ITI NI:It tit% CH

N4:110.

Santa Crag. resettle( -there the same •
day, a -day later than originally at*
?Stow, Will lie Made at Port Raeford nouared, and wnt sattlitont -that place
and 44•alervi.
for San Ersaeleco on it. 5th .day or
May..
Weshington, April 7.-Some slight
modification in the piens of the mi- FAST GAME OF
ser dt- ThrlittlniTtr-TIITTRIN/r0 WON IIV THE 001,1 nt'ITS.
•
from Magdalena bay 10 San Francisco
as announced at the navy tif-partment
Al to 0. game was won by the <.
Saturday and which provides for stops Odd Suits from the "Fourth Streets"
at Pert Iferfsied and Monterey were at Mita and Hushes& ansete Sunder.
made public today. As a result of The line-up of the Odd Suits was:
the changes the fleet will leave Santa 3Ln-can. c ; Judd. P.: Quinn.
Barbara April 29. instead of the 30th. leach. 2b ; I. L. 31e; Histchinsoo, s. b.
as stat•el Saturday. and it will go to 'Ilanquiss. left ineld; Blatoford. center
Port Belford. l'eachisg there the 30th. Oriel; Fkar-eight
Only a brief stop will bt made at Port
lite
of the 'earth streets
Herford, the vessels leaving there on was: Werman. c.; Sprees. p.; Walk- '
the day of their arrival for Monterey. e... lb.: Elliott, 2b.; Hotchkiss. lb; where Mil are (fur May lc The next Kirk, s. a; Ruch*. I. f.:__Illanary, c. I ;
day. Ma) 2. they, are to leave for tifeht r. f.

ci•

•

•

CONFIDENCE
The Basis of All Legitimate Business
All of us have heard more or less of the shaking of public confidence in the recent financial "unpleasantness" some of us have felt it.

MI

All Previous Records Broken
In the month of March just closed, regardless of conditions, we show a

Tremendous Increase
over any previous March in our tWenty-tWo years experience in the carpet business.
The main idea with us has been to deserve the confidence of the trade by maintaining the Quality in
Carpets, Rugs, Mattings and Linoleum we sell.
In this day Quality-Cutting, Price-Cutting, we have maintained this high ideal of striving to keep the
public confidence.

OUR CARPET BUSINESS
has been built with this idea of winning confidence -of holding it. That our idea has been right is but
slightly attested by this gain in sales.

L. B. Ogilvie & Company
VVe, never misrepresent any article, whether we make the sale or not.
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